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"A combination of an aging population and favorable
market factors is expected to result in positive growth for
the drug store market. However, a number of issues, such
as consumers’ low loyalty and desire for deals, combined
with an increasingly competitive landscape will continue to
pose challenges for traditional drug stores."
Alexis DeSalva, Retail & Apparel Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Competition and online shopping play a role in driving trips outside the drug channel
Lack of awareness and skepticism deter most consumers from using healthcare clinics

Consumers consistently have healthcare needs to address and as a result, drug store sales are
expected to grow. However, where consumers are choosing to fulfill those needs is changing,
depending on lifestyle factors. Many shoppers view channels outside the drug channel as more
convenient and competitive, forcing drug stores to focus on their store brands and offered services to
cement their status as healthcare destinations and help consumers to help themselves. Doing so
distinguishes them from competition and builds trust with consumers.
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